Myatt’s Fields Park Nature Conservation Area
Management Plan 2010-2015
1. Introduction
This document provides a five year management plan for the ‘Nature Conservation Area’
(NCA) in Myatt’s Fields Park, which is used to support its development and use as an
educational and training resource, as well as to maintain and protect its importance as a
biodiversity resource for the park and local area as a whole.

2. Site Description
This section provides a summary description of Myatt’s Fields Park and NCA with regards to
setting, status and key constraints.
2.1

General information

2.1.1

Name, Address and Location

Name: Myatt’s Fields Park
Address: Cormont Road, Camberwell, London SE5 9RA
Location: Web Address (Google):
http://maps.google.co.uk/maps?f=q&source=s_q&hl=en&geocode=&q=se5+9ra&sll=53.800
651,-4.064941&sspn=12.761835,28.125&ie=UTF8&ll=51.472549,-0.105636&spn=0.006563,
0.013733&z=16&iwloc=addr
Myatt’s Fields Park a medium-sized public park located in the north-east of the London
Borough of Lambeth, between Stockwell, Camberwell and Brixton (Figures 1 and 2). It is
bordered to the north and west by Cormont Road, to the south by Knatchbull Road, and to
the east by Calais Street.
The NCA is located along part of the western boundary of the park, in the south-western
corner, just to the north of the waste storage area and park depot.
2.1.2

Grid Reference

The Ordnance Survey Grid Reference for the centre of Myatt’s Fields Park is TQ 318 767.
2.1.3

Access

Public access to the park is via five gates, which are opened each morning and closed at
dusk each evening; there is no authorised access to the park at night and before the gates
are opened next morning.
The NCA is itself bounded by metal fencing, and is accessible from the rest of the park
through two self-closing gates; both gates are normally left unlocked, but can be secured
shut to prevent public access during operational works (e.g. grass cutting). A general plan of
the park is included in Appendix One.
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2.1.4

Land Tenure

The London Borough of Lambeth owns the freehold of Myatt’s Fields Park. The Park is
managed by the London Borough of Lambeth in partnership with the Myatt’s Field’s Park
Project Group (MFPPG).

Figure 1. General location of Myatt’s Fields Park
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Figure 2. Myatt’s Fields Park – general layout and features

2.1.5

Status
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Myatt’s Fields Park is classified as a Public Open Space in the Lambeth Unitary
Development Plan (UDP) which was adopted in August 2007. It is classified as a ‘Local
Park’ in the Lambeth Open Space Strategy, being relatively small in size (4.9 ha) compared
to other larger open spaces in the borough.
Myatt’s Fields Park is registered as Grade II in the English Heritage ‘Register of Parks and
Gardens’, ‘being of a sufficiently high level of interest to merit a national designation’. Its
inclusion in the Register is due to it being a good example of a smaller-scale Victorian urban
park, and also for having been designed for the Metropolitan Gardens Association by the
first ever female landscape architect, Fanny Rollo Wilkinson.
The park is within the “Minet Estate Conservation Area” (CA 25, designated October 1980)
for the Borough of Lambeth; information on the Conservation Area can be found at:
http://www.lambeth.gov.uk/Services/HousingPlanning/Planning/MinetEstateConservationAre
a.htm
Myatt’s Fields Park is also a proposed ‘Local Site of Importance for Nature Conservation’
(Local SINC) for the London Borough Lambeth. The SINC boundary includes all areas and
features within the park’s external boundary, although obviously certain areas, such as the
NCA, will play a more significant role in terms of biodiversity and access to nature than other
areas, such as tennis courts or formally planted sections.
The intention is to include Myatt’s Fields Park as a Local SINC in the Lambeth Local
Development Framework (LDF), which will replace the current UDP and is due to adoption
in 2011. An interim citation and map for the SINC is enclosed in Appendix 2.
Information on Lambeth’s SINC sites can be found on the Mayor of London and Greater
London Authority’s ‘Wildweb’ wildlife information site at: http://wildweb.london.gov.uk.
Myatt’s Fields Park is within an ‘Area of Deficiency for Access to Nature’ (AOD) for Greater
London; AODs are regions of London where free access to and enjoyment of nature is
either limited or restricted. The park is in fact within one of the largest AODs for London,
which covers most of northern Lambeth and Southwark.
The Greater London Authority recommends that local authorities and communities should
be working to increase the number of sites within existing AODs that have good biodiversity
interest, and managing them to increase people’s awareness of such sites, and increasing
their use of them for education and relaxation. Therefore, the creation, management and
use of the NCA actively contributes to raising the ecological value of both Myatt’s Fields
Park and the surrounding area, and as a result helping reduce or even eliminate the effect
of the existing AOD for both Lambeth and nearby Southwark.
2.1.6

Public Rights of Way

No public rights of way exist across the NCA; all paths are permissive.
2.1.7

Planning Authority

The London Borough of Lambeth is the statutory planning authority for Myatt’s Fields Park
and the NCA.
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2.2

Physical Environment

2.2.1

Topography

Myatt’s Fields Park is predominantly level in nature, although the ground rises slightly
towards the south-west entrance. The NCA was extensively landscaped during 2008 to
include a new pond, as well as various mounds and depressions, therefore its topography is
noticeably more variable than the rest of the park.
2.2.2

Geology and Soils

The underlying soils are ‘made ground’, as the park is located on land that was originally
gardens or cleared agricultural/orchard land. The deeper strata are London Clay: though not
exposed on site it influences drainage, plant growth and nutrition. Surface soils are relatively
free draining in most places but impeded in others, especially where hard standing or
intensive use (e.g. ball games) have compacted the soils beneath. The ground in the NCA is
relatively uncompacted and free draining, although the southern section does occasionally
become waterlogged after heavy rainfall.
2.3

Cultural Context and History

2.3.1

Brief history of Myatt’s Fields Park

First opened to the public in May 1889, Myatt’s Fields Park has a rich and interesting
history. It was originally part of a 109-acre estate, inherited by Sir Edward Knatchbull in
1745 and purchased by Hughes Minet in 1770. The Minet Family were Huguenots who fled
to England from France in the late 1600s, to escape religious persecution. At that time, the
estate consisted of meadows, orchards and farmlands.
With the coming of railways to Camberwell in the 1860s, the demand for housing grew
rapidly and the Minet family worked to ensure the estate was developed sympathetically in
the interests of local residents. James Minet gifted the building of St James Church (now
Black Roof Housing) in 1870 and in 1882 William Minet donated the land to create a new
public park. He also built the original Minet Free Library and the Parochial Hall, now
Longfield Hall, and planned and built the mix of town houses, terraces, schools and mansion
flats that still surround the park.
The park, which lies at the heart of the Minet Conservation Area, is an unusual example of a
surviving smaller-scale Victorian urban park. It is named after Joseph Myatt, a tenant market
gardener, who grew strawberries and rhubarb here in the 19th century. The Park retains
many of its original features including the layout of the paths, some of the flowerbeds, the
bandstand and the roundhouse.
Fanny Wilkinson, one of the first professional women landscape gardeners and an active
campaigner for women’s suffrage, designed the park. The park was laid out by the
Metropolitan Public Gardens Association at a cost of £10,000, with help from a grant from
the Lord Mayor’s Fund for the unemployed.
During World War I, the park housed a military hospital in huts and in World War II;
trenches were dug to shelter local residents from bombing.
In 1979, the Minet Estate became a Conservation Area, due to the efforts of local residents,
with the support of the Minet family.
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Myatt’s Fields Park Project Group (MFPPG) was set up in 2000 with the aim of regenerating
the park. In November 2006, the park was given a Stage ll award by the Heritage Lottery
Fund (HLF), which was started in 2007 and completed in 2009.
The HLF funding, which was match-funded by the London Borough of Lambeth, allowed for
the complete renewal of the park; the following outcomes were some of the main objectives
delivered as part of the overall restoration plan.









2.3.2

Refurbishment of all the park’s historic features, such as landscapes and buildings,
pathways, gates and railings.
Construction of The Mulberry Centre, a new children’s centre which replaced the old
One O’Clock Club which used to lie in the middle of the park prior to its restoration.
Construction of a new children’s playground in the northern part of the park.
Renovation of the old park depot buildings in the southern end of the park to provide
staff offices, training facilities and storage.
Construction of new public toilets next to park depot buildings (the Mulberry Centre
contains toilets for children and parents using the playground and Centre).
Conversion of the old One O’Clock Club into a new community café.
Creation of a new wildlife area – the Nature Conservation Area (NCA).
Renovation of sports pitches, including two tennis courts and a multiuse games area.
Develop horticultural training activities, based in the park depot and adjacent
greenhouses, and a programme of arts and events.
The Nature Conservation Area

Prior to the restoration of Myatt’s Fields Park, although there were many features which
were of relative interest in terms of biodiversity, such as the small ‘quiet garden’, playground
and formal beds, there were no areas dedicated to nature conservation or which could be
actively managed for both biodiversity and educational purposes.
However, there was an area, located in the middle of the western side of the park, which
was to the immediate south of the old One O’Clock Club and a tennis court. This area,
which was fenced off by chestnut paling, has originally been laid out as a putting green but
was no longer maintained or used for this function.
Nevertheless, this area was increasingly managed and valued for its biodiversity interest,
helped by previous seeding with wildflower species rich grass and seed mixes, plus a ‘native
meadow’ grassland cutting regime (cut and collect in late summer/autumn). Surveys had
confirmed the presence of a diversity of wild plants and animals, and habitats which were
used by them for shelter and breeding.
When HLF/council funding was allocated to prepare plans for the restoration of Myatt’s
Fields Park, consultation and surveys identified the need and potential for a dedicated
wildlife area within the park. This would not only act as a ‘reservoir’ or ‘refuge’ for wildlife
during the major redevelopment and disturbance to the park, but would also provide a
specific educational resource for use by residents, schools and community groups once the
park had been restored.
This dedicated area, the Nature Conservation Area (NCA), would be based on that part of
the park occupied by the old putting green and part of one of three tennis courts, and
designed proposed the inclusion of a small pond, pathways, mounded features, trees and
boundary habitats, all enclosed by low metal fencing and gates. The dominant habitat would
be ‘meadow grassland’ (Figure 3) although areas of scrub, native bulbs and hedgerows
would be included to provide habitat types which had benefit for visual effect and education.
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The area to be occupied by the NCA was cleared during the park’s restoration, and
gradually laid out during 2008 and 2009. Most of those habitats and features originally
proposed in initial designed were gradually introduced, although there were some changes
in location, size and topography, depending on ground constraints or costs.
The NCA was formally opened for use in 2009, and has since been integrated into the
general management of the park.

Figure 3: Meadow grassland in NCA

2.3.3

Current Use

The NCA is very popular with all park user groups, especially young families and children. It
is being used for passive recreation and exploring wildlife. Since its creation it has been
sued for a wide range of activities, including:


Eco-activities lead by Groundwork London: these include building stag beetle and
bug hotels, building dens and willow structures, orienteering/mapping, games,
building nesting boxes for birds and bats, creating habitat for frogs and toads.



Myatt’s Fields Park Apiary Project: from summer 2010 Lambeth Parks and MFPPG
came to the agreement with local beekeeper to maintain 6 hives in the MFP
greenwaste depot area. The waste station is situated next to SW end of NCA. Areas
are separated by high oak panel fencing. As access to the waste depot is for the
park staff only, hives are kept safe and away from the public. Maintenance plan for
meadow grassland zones includes annual seeding and planting of bee-friendly
wildflower mixtures and plants. Orchard zones and food growing areas benefit from
bees being kept in the park. During summer event in 2010, beekeeping presentation
in NCA attracted large interest of the public. Currently Lambeth Parks and MFPPG
are seeking the ways to develop this partnership further.



Invisible Food Project: searches for wild food in the wildlife garden with local
residents. After walking, participants make or cook items like tea, jam, cordials, wild
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leaf burgers, fritters, soup or cakes with the herbs, flowers or berries that they find.
Project involves identifying plants and learning about their properties, reading skills,
using libraries of plant and cookery books for information about plants, writing about
plants, recipes or plant information, poems, adverts for plants emphasizing specific
properties, map making (plotting plants on a piece of land or area).


Volunteering projects: planting native hedges and new pond (Figure 4), garden
clearance, removal of excessive growth of weeds and thistles in meadow areas.

Figure 4: Pond planting with volunteers, April 2010

2.4

Biological Description

2.4.1

Vegetation/Habitats

a)

Pre-HLF Restoration (Before 2008)

A walkover ecological appraisal of Myatt’s Fields Park was carried out in July 2004 as a part
of the Stage One process through which the park was submitted for and secured funding to
restore it from the Heritage Lottery Fund. Habitats were classified according to the Phase I
Habitat Survey classification and mapped. At that stage semi-improved neutral grassland
covered the majority of the area where the NCA now exists, following by ornamental shrubs,
scattered trees and hard standing (an old tennis court).
A detailed ecological survey of Myatt’s Fields Park was undertaken in May 2007 by the
London Wildlife Trust on behalf of the GLA as part of the Mayor of London’s ‘Borough
Habitats Survey’ programme. The main habitats and species found at this time are included
in Appendix 1. The table is a summary of the percentage of each habitat found in the site
now occupied by the NCA, at the time of the 2007 survey:
Habitat Type 2007

Percentage
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Neutral grass (semi-improved)
Amenity grassland
Scattered trees
Planted shrubbery
Ruderal or ephemeral
Bare soil and rock

42
30
15
10
2
1

The NCA was designed and laid out during 2008, and included a small pond with marginal
habitats surrounded by gravel path, and bare ground areas for further seeding and planting.
The NCA has since been seeded and planted during 2009 and 2010, and now includes
areas with wildflower seed-grass mixes, native hedge plantings, pond planting and a small
community orchard.
b)

Post-HLF Restoration (2008 to date)

Following the restoration of Myatt’s Fields Park and the creation of the NCA, a series of
habitats or ‘zones’ have gradually developed within the NCA. These are not exclusive to the
NCA, and examples can of course be found in other parts of the park, although they are
much smaller and their management is not designed with nature conservation in mind.
These ‘zones’ are not rigidly defined in the NCA, and there is considerable ‘fuzziness’
between where one zone or habitat type changes into another, and zones often contain
more than one habitat type. However, the zoning of the NCA helps direct its maintenance
and development although this may change as the site evolves over time.
At the present the NCA supports the following core habitats or ‘zones’.
A

Meadow Grass Zones

Grassland is the largest habitat in the NCA, compromising about 65% total coverage. Most
of the grassland has gradually developed into meadow grass from the seed mix planted in
2008 and 2009. Verges by the path are mowed regularly and dominated by ryegrass, but
many different annual and perennial species are also present. For management plan
purpose, four zones within the meadow grass areas have been selected as follows:
a) Educational Zone: area at the northern end of NCA, between the northern gate,
cafe and storytelling circle;
b) Project Zone: area between the pond and storytelling circle;
c) Wildflower Zone: strips of land in front of native hedgerow (eastern border);
d) Long Grass Zone: large open area at southern end of the NCA.
All areas will have meadow grass as a base habitat. The overall aim is to develop each area
in a slightly different way – as per the detailed management proposals in Chapter 7.
B

Wetland Zone

The NCA contains a small ovoid pond (Figure 5), along with surrounding wetland and
shingle areas that provide a range of habitats. The new pond was planted in April 2010 with
assistance from a project called ‘Lambeth Living Waters’, through events organised by
MFPPG, Froglife (www.froglife.org) and Lambeth Parks, through a landfill tax grant provided
by ‘Grantscape Inner London Nature Conservation Fund’. Planting of the pond was done by
local volunteers.
The aim is to create a diversity of habitats in and around the pond, and a variety of suitable
marginal, aquatic and floating plants have been used, such as water avens, flag iris,
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hornwort, water forget-me-not, brooklime, musk mallow, ox eye daisy, tufted hair grass,
arrowhead, and frogbit etc. A schematic plan and plant list for the original pond planting was
provided by Froglife and included in Appendix 3.
The intention is to continue to enhance the species diversity in and around the pond by
additional planting as well as creating features that will attract and provide refuge for
amphibians, invertebrates and small birds, with a similar objective to minimise damage by
larger wildfowl and avoid occupation and damage by fish like goldfish or carp species
(although ducks and small fish like minnows or sticklebacks might be acceptable provided
they do not conflict with amphibian survival or water health).

Figure 5: Myatt’s Fields pond in spring time, 2010

C

Eastern Hedgerow Boundary Zone

The NCA was planted in 2009-2010 with extensive native hedging which runs alongside the
boundary fencing on the eastern side of the site. The hedgerow contains mixture of native
hedge plants such as blackthorn (Prunus spinosa), hawthorn (Crataegus monogyna), hazel
(Corylus avellena), dogwood (Cornus sanguinea) and field maple (Acer campestris).
Because different features of a hedgerow will be important to different species, the overall
aim is to make the hedgerow more diverse over time, and to continue to add a wide range of
suitable species. Adding fruit producing plants such as raspberry, blackcurrant and
gooseberry, as well as wild flower/fruit bearing species such as wayfaring tree, guilder rose
and dog rose will increase attractiveness to wild birds, small mammals and invertebrates, as
well as encourage people to tend and harvest them for fruit to be used in educational and
training activities like jam, cordial and herbal tea making.
Older hedgerows often contain a large amount of dead wood and plant litter within the
structure of the hedge and this provides a valuable habitat for many invertebrates which in
turn attracts predators like bats, shrews and birds, plus cover for small mammals. Hedge
bases are an important feature and provide a buffer zone to protect root systems and which
can be an important habitat in its own right. Therefore, the aim is to allow the hedges to
mature over time and provide a wide range of habitat types and structures.
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D

Western Woodland Boundary Zone

The western boundary of the NCA is in essence an external ‘buffer zone’ between the park
proper and the road (Cormont Road). This area is predominantly a hangover from before
the park was restored and contains many trees and shrubs which are non-native or
ornamental in character:
Common name
Fig Tree
Norway Maple Tree
Sycamore
Turkish hazel
Mexican Orange Blossom
Japanese aralia
Cherry laurel
Firethorn
Lilly of the valley bush
Barberry
Snow Berry
Juniperus

Latin name
Ficus carica
Acer platanoides ‘Crimson King’
Acer pseudoplatanus
Corylus colurna
Choisya ternata
Fatsia japonica
Prunus laurocerasus
Pyracantha coccinea
Mahonia sp.
Berberis sp.
Symphoricarpos albus
Juniperus sp.

Exotic plants are combined with a variety of native trees and shrubs, including Ash (Fraxinus
excelsior), Holly (Ilex aquifolium), Elderberry (Sambucus nigra), Hazel (Corylus avellana)
and False acacia (Robinia pseudoacacia). The ground flora is dominated by Ivy (Hedera
helix), Nettle (Urtica dioica) and Bramble (Rubus fruticosus).
E

Orchard Zone

A small orchard area was created within the NCA in 2009, and is on a hilly area near to the
southern entrance to the garden. The orchard contains a variety of fruit trees, such as
apple, plum, cherry and pear, along with hazel.
Although the orchard is a relatively small part of the NCA, it offers a considerable range of
habitats; many bryophytes and lichens grow on standard fruit trees, and apple trees can be
a host for the semi-parasite mistletoe. Various birds and small mammals feed on fallen fruit
and on the buds of fruit trees. Fruit blossom is an important source of nectar and pollen for a
variety of insects, many of which are attractive to feeding bats and small birds.
F

Native Bulb Zones

There are two areas in the NCA which are dominated by native bulb, and which were
created as part of the original HLF regeneration scheme. There is an area composed of
native wild daffodil (Narcissus pseudonarcissus) by the southern entrance, on both sides of
the path leading towards the pond, and another area containing native bluebell
(Hyacinthoides non-scripta) around the storytelling circle. Both areas also contain grasses
and other wildflowers, and are managed as ‘grassland with bulbs’’ which means they are
only cut late in the season when the bulbs have finally flowered and fully died back.
The aim is to create a large bulb area on the mound in the south eastern end of the NCA,
which would overlap with the Orchard Zone, as well as to enhance the existing bulb areas if
there is potential to add new species or replace bulbs that fail to thrive.
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G

Paths and Access Points

The NCA contains a network of gravel paths which provides good access for all site users,
which runs from the southern gate to the northern gate, around the pond and leads to a
circular storytelling circular area in the north-western corner of the garden.
The paths are not seen as ‘habitat’ but do contain some small tufts of grass or some
ruderals and are often seen being used by butterflies for basking in the summer, or by small
birds (e.g. robins and blackbirds) looking for ground prey.
2.4.2

Fauna

The ecological survey of Myatt’s Fields Park carried out in May 2007 by London Wildlife
Trust included a short list of birds spotted in the park during surveys; these included:
Common name
Blackbird
Carrion crow
Feral pigeon
Greenfinch
Starling
Woodpigeon
Wren

Latin name
Turdus merula
Corvus corone agg.
Columba livia feral
Carduelis chloris
Sturnus vulgaris
Columba palumbus
Troglodytes troglodytes

Casual observations by park users and officers confirm that blue tit, robin, magpie, great tit,
long-tailed tit, dunnock, jay, greater spotted woodpecker, heron, black-headed gull and
ring-necked parakeet are widely present at Myatt’s Fields Park, and use the NCA.
A detailed bat survey was carried out at Myatt’s Fields Park in November 2007 and January
2008 as part of the original HLF restoration programme. The survey indicated that Myatt’s
Field’s Park provides shelter for the common pipistrelle (Pipistrellus pipistrellus) which is the
smallest and commonest bat in the UK.
Although it was not confirmed if any trees or buildings in the actual park were used as
roosting or hibernation habitats by bats, the park is surrounded by many buildings that would
provide idea habitat for many bat species, and so it must be assumed that the park, and
indeed the NCA, are frequented by bats searching for insect prey. Recent efforts to create
new wildlife habitat or formally planted areas, all of which attract many different flying
invertebrates, will certainly have made the park and especially the NCA even more attractive
to bats – and there is always potential to see new and restored buildings, or trees, providing
places for bats to roost or hibernate throughout the year.
The only larger mammals seen in the park and NCA are red fox (Vulpes vulpes) and grey
squirrel (Sciurus carolinensis). However, it is known that most of Lambeth and nearby
Southwark are frequented by smaller mammals like field vole, wood mouse, bank vole and
common shrew, and the arrival or presence of such species cannot be discounted and
would provide prey for predators like foxes as well as attractive birds like owls and kestrels.
Surveys of invertebrates and amphibians have been fairly limited and have not found
anything in the NCA or the rest of the park. However, their presence cannot be discounted
and future detailed surveys are advisable as species either find their way to the site or are
brought in as eggs by mobile birds or on imported materials, especially plants.
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3.

Management Objectives

3.1

To maintain and develop a mixture of habitats on site

The NCA needs to contain a ‘mosaic’ of wildlife habitats that are relatively easy to manage,
to enhance as resources permit, and are resilient and adaptable to being in a heavily used
public open space. No one habitat type, or species, should come to dominate the NCA,
especially invasive or nuisance species like thistles or amenity ryegrass. The management
plan should enable this species/habitat diversity to be maintained and to be modified or
changes as resources or site development permits.
3.2

To improve the environmental education use of the site

The NCA provides a range of habitats and features which make it extremely attractive for
formal and informal teaching activities, e.g. the pond, meadow grassland, hedges and
orchard. The circular area in the north-western corner of the garden is identified for use in
storytelling and teaching, and zones /habitats around this location should be managed and
enhanced for educational benefit. Signage and other interpretative materials should be
provided in the NCA to facilitate informal and self-directed learning.
3.3

To promote and interpret the wildlife interest of the site to the local community

The NCA provides opportunities for awareness about biodiversity and nature conservation,
and its benefits for enriching lives as well as countering climate change, promoting healthy
living and active volunteering. Information should be available in the NCA to promote these
benefits, and habitats should be managed to enable them to be used for such purposes,
and for active volunteering and community building events.
3.4

To develop nature trail in wildlife garden and the park

Habitats and zones in the NCA should be managed and developed to create an obvious
route or trail that can be followed, whether by the use of signs and leaflets or not. The
management of the NCA should enable such a nature trail to be extended into the rest of
the park, and connect with key features that have nature conservation or educational
interest, such as the many trees, quiet garden, community greenhouse or playground. The
trail could be based on signage, waymarkers or a leaflet.
3.5

To establish patterns for management of the orchard areas

The orchard zone is designed to be in keeping with the biodiversity status of the NCA and
contain species that have high ecological and educational value, or benefit for insect
pollinators (e.g. honey bees). The orchard should not dominate the NCA or other zones, as
this places pressure on managing the trees or could restrict other important habitats. The
orchard should not expand by more than 5-6 trees at any point in its lifetime, and trees
should be kept to a well defined area for ease of maintenance.
3.6

To collect further ecological information on the site

The NCA contains habitats which can be regularly surveyed as to species composition and
extent, especially as the NCA and its zones mature and change over time. Habitats should
be managed so that recording change and diversity can be readily observed and reported,
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and features should be added that permit regular recording by all ages, such as log piles,
bug hotels, bird/bat boxes and a dipping platform for the pond.
3.7

To monitor effectiveness of management

The management plan should be evaluated annually to assess the ecological health of
zones, habitats and key indicator species, and to decide if management proscriptions need
altering. Key habitats that will require regular evaluation include the pond, the orchard, the
hedgerow and any experimental or project areas. Zones/habitats should be managed and
developed to allow for change to take place if the assessment indicates this as critical.
4.

General Policy – Ecological Issues

4.1

Continuity of habitat and community assemblages

Habitats in the NCA should be managed so they remain integrated or ‘connected up’ so that
species can move between habitats and disperse to the rest of the park and NCA. Where
new habitats develop, the aim should be to ensure they integrate into others so that species
migration is maximised. Where new species also arrive, these should be maintained on site
where it is realistic to do so – some species may be very transient and difficult to keep in the
NCA, but they should be recorded in case they return at later stages.
4.2

Prevention of local extinctions

Management of the NCA should be designed to ensure existing habitats and species are
retained in the park and local area as a whole, and are not lost to succession or neglect, or
eliminated by more aggressive and undesirable types. The NCA needs to contain ‘refuges’
that allow species to resist environmental extremes or features that they can move out to
colonise other parts of the park, or return from these at later dates (e.g. log piles, retained
rough grassland patches, undisturbed mulch/compost piles or ‘insect/beetle/bug’ hotels.
4.3

Survey and monitoring

The NCA must be regularly surveyed and monitored as to habitat, and hence species
change, and the zones on site should be designed to enable this to be done quickly and
efficiently. Habitats should be ones that the public or volunteers can both manage and
monitor to assist this process.
4.4

Species recording

Regular species recording is essential to assess if certain habitats or zones are changing –
either for better or worse, or if certain species are becoming over-dominant or driving out
other more valuable ones or damaging habitat quality. Regular recording exercise, ideally
involving the public and targeting ‘flagship’ species (e.g. stag beetles, birds and
amphibians), should be undertaken and widely promoted.
4.5

Planting and other instructions

No new plantings should be permitted without the express consent of the park management
team, and without prior assessment of the impacts for existing habitat and species diversity.
Planting should be designed to retain and enhance habitat quality rather than adding new
species to the NCA. The same applies to the removal of existing species – impacts upon
habitat type and species diversity should also be evaluated beforehand.
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4.6

Dead wood and ground cover

Where possible, all dead wood or felled materials should be retained in the NCA, either as
discrete wood piles or as mulch; this is to help create new habitat and prevent loss of
species that may be resident in dead material. Dead wood should be buried (e.g. stag beetle
hotels) as well as laid on surface, and located in damp, shaded parts of the NCA (Figure 6)
When meadow grassland or flower-rich areas are cut, the arisings should be left on site for
a day or shaken out as collected to allow seeds and invertebrates to disperse to the ground.
Some areas of meadow grassland can be left uncut each summer to allow for retention of
seed and species through the winter and to recolonise the NCA in the following spring.

Figure 6: Tree logs and willow structure in Nature Conservation Area, spring 2010

4.7

Use of herbicides

Herbicides should not be used within the NCA, and indeed in the rest of the park, unless
specifically approved to deal with a specific problem which cannot be resolved with
non-chemical means. Herbicides should only be used to remove aggressive, invasive or
noxious plants such as Japanese knotweed, creeping thistle or ragwort, and leaf wiping or
stem injection methods are always preferred in such cases.
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5.

Management

5.1

Habitat Management Proposals

5.1.1

Meadow Grass Zones (Figure 7)

Area
Educational zone

Project zone

Wildflower zone

Long grass zone

Task
Seed with bee-friendly annual wildflowers,
changing mix composition every year
Mow to minimum height of 50mm once per
year. All grass clippings collected on
completion, removed and recycled.

Time
March - April

Keep as meadow grass area and base for
experimental growing and projects (e.g.
willow structures and dens, growing of
wheat, barley, sweet corn etc.). To be
developed and run by park management,
Friends and volunteers
Meadow grass to be mowed to a minimum
height of 50mm once per year. All grass
clippings must be collected on completion,
removed and recycled
Seed with bee-friendly annual wildflowers
mix, changing variety every year
Plant perennial wildflower plugs, topping
up every second year
Mow to minimum height of 50mm once per
year. All grass clippings collected on
completion, removed and recycled
Remove excessive growth of thistle and
ruderals when necessary

Programme to be
developed

Create patterns/maze in long grass area
by regular mowing of paths to allow
exploration. Patterns changed every year

Throughout year

Paths mowed to consistent height of
25mm to 60mm, with clippings evenly
dispersed across mown area
Mow 70% of long grass area to minimum
height of 50mm once per year. All grass
clippings collected on completion,
removed and recycled
Leave 30% of long grass area uncut as
shelter for overwintering invertebrates.
Boundaries to be agreed between Park
Manager and Contractor
In addition:
Naturalised grass

Not to be mowed before bulb foliage has

Aug – Sept

Aug - Sept

March - April
March
Aug – Sept
May – June

Aug – Sept

Two year cycle

July - Sept
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areas
Grassed path verges

fully died back
Must be mown to consistent height of
25mm to 60mm, with clippings evenly
dispersed across mown area.

Through the year

Figure 7: Meadow grass in NCA, Spring 2010

5.1.2

Wetland Zone (Figure 8)

Based on outline pond management schedule prepared by Froglife in 2009. Table outlines
management guidance for NCA pond for biodiversity, amenity and educational benefit.
Note: pond management requires a flexible approach to respond to the variation in habitat
cover and species diversity, or levels and types of use.
Time

Task

Ongoing
February – April
onwards (6
month cycle)
Autumn
(Oct – Nov)

Litter removal
Algae bloom
control (if obvious
problem)
Vegetation
control

Performance
Standard
Removal of all litter
Install barley straw
as per method
statement
Maintain areas of
open water and
remove marginal
vegetation in
ponds as per
method statement
Clear marginal
vegetation from its
'growth front', on
inner side of pond
margin. Leave
landward side
undisturbed unless
due for cut

Notes

Barley straw is a preventative
management option against
excessive algal development
Depending on original planting
density, marginal vegetation
can be left for 2-3 years to
establish. Important to keep
solid margin of vegetation to
discourage access to pond
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Autumn
(Oct – Nov)
3 year cycle as
needed
Autumn
(Oct – Nov)
biweekly
Late spring
(April – May) or
late summer
(Sept – Oct)
Ongoing spring summer
(April - Oct)

Removal of
excessive levels
of silt
Removal of fallen
leaves
Duckweed control

Monitor for
presence of
invasive species
Invasive species
control

Late summer
(Sept-Oct)
3 year cycle

Vegetation
management
surrounding pond

Ongoing

Access

Ongoing

Monitor water
levels

Ongoing

Check dipping
platforms, bridges
or any other
structures to
make sure they
are safe.

Silt reduced to less
than 10% pond
depth within 3rd of
pond
Remove all (>90%)
floating leaves
some from bottom
Remove duckweed
to reduce surface
coverage of pond
to below 20%
Inspection for
invasive species
Elimination of
invasive species as
per method
statement
Cut (to 10cm) any
areas of long grass
or wild flower
meadow in late
summer. Cut on 3
year cycle. Refer to
vegetation control
method statement
Cut access paths
or other areas of
grass as required
to 10cm height
Maintain water
levels in ponds to
70% depth on a 3
year cycle to
maintain
amphibian
breeding
opportunity

3 year rotation minimises
disturbance. Excessive growth
of vegetation towards centre of
pond a sign of excess silt
Autumn leaves will increase
rates of siltation

Use ID chart

To prevent development of
woody plants. 3 year cycle
reduces disturbance

Avoid any mowing during the
period when young frogs and
newts emerging from pond
Fluctuation and even drying
out not necessarily a problem,
as many organisms survive
temporary drying out. Dry
conditions oxidise bottom
sediments and allow
accumulated silt to blow away,
so lengthening time before
pond silts up. Lowering
average water level may result
in excessive growth of
vegetation towards the centre
of the pond

All structures safe
and repaired.
Cordon off aces
until repairs are
effected
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Figure 8: NCA, Wetland Zone, Autumn 2009

Method statements for pond management schedule:
a)

Barley straw method statement

Barley straw can be used to treat algal blooms; as the straw breaks down, chemicals are
realised which act as a natural herbicide to kill algae. Barley straw is most effective when
applied two times a year, preferably in early spring before algae grow and again in autumn.
To treat algal blooms with barley straw, loosely stuff the straw into a net bag or bundle it
together with string. To increase distribution of anti-algal chemical the straw should be kept
near the surface, where water movement is greatest. To keep the straw at this depth it is
recommended tying the straw to a float. For this method to be effective barley straw should
be applied a number of times; it is recommended to apply 10g of straw per m2 pond
surface.
b)

Aquatic vegetation clearance method statement for ponds

Depending on original planting density, the marginal vegetation can be left for 2-3 years to
establish. Leave the dead stems and leaves over winter. Observe the amount of
free-floating and floating-leaved rooted plants covering the pond during the middle of the
summer.
A new pond should not normally be completely covered in its first year, but older ponds are
not necessarily 'overgrown' even if there is little or no open water by the middle of the
summer. As necessary, remove some of the growth in late summer as it begins to die down
to prevent it rotting down and enriching the pond.
c)

Invasive species control method statement
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Invasive non-native plants, e.g. Water Fern, Parrot’s Feather or Floating Pennywort, spread
rapidly and may prevent growth of native pond plants.
If non-native species become established, they should be removed completely by
mechanical control (raking, cutting or pulling), environmental control (shading out) or
chemical control – however, this should always be checked with the Environment Agency.
5.1.3

Eastern Hedgerow Boundary Zone

Management practices are crucial to the maintenance of a healthy hedge beneficial to
wildlife. The timing of management is important to get the best from a hedge and avoid
disturbance to animals that are breeding or over-wintering. It is an offence to take, damage
or destroy the nest of any wild bird while that nest is in use or being built (Wildlife and
Countryside Act, 1981).
Hedge management work should therefore be timed to avoid the nesting period, which is
generally February to July inclusive. Taking care to avoid nesting birds, trimming of hedges
should be left as late as possible to keep berries available as bird food. The cutting cycle will
determine the availability of fruits and flowers in a hedge.
Because of the very young age of native hedges in the NCA, management focuses on
improving density of hedges by topping and adding new hedging plants to existing rows.
Task
Topping

Dead hedge plants
Additional planting

Hedge base
maintenance

5.1.4

Method
To height directed by Park Manager and
requirements of individual shrub species.
Hedge clippings removed and recycled
within NCA
Removed and recycled in NCA and
replaced with new native hedge plants
Add native hedge plants to existing row
where hedge is not thick enough;
introduce fruit and nut bearing species as
appropriate, especially to support
community greenhouse or cafe
Weed by manual or cultural methods

Time
November – January
Summer if required
or instructed
Early Spring or
Autumn
Early Spring or
Autumn

When required

Western Woodland Boundary Zone

As this boundary zone contains a mix of native and exotic species, the long term plan is to
gradually shift the balance in favour of native trees and shrubs, which provide more support
for local fauna. The aim is to create a structurally diverse zone, with well-developed canopy
and understorey layers and plenty of dead and decaying wood. In the same time this area
must be kept safe and easy to explore for all park users.
Task
Tree inspection
Dead or dying trees

Method
Regular inspections carried out by Tree
Officer
Left in zone to provide standing dead
wood habitat, unless to be removed for
safety reasons

Time
Annually
Ongoing
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Selfseeders removal
Clearance of the zone

Planting of native
shrubs
Planting of bulbs

Creation of loggeries,
stag beetle hotels, bug
hotels and amphibian
refugia (Figure 9)
Creation of Bumblebee
observation hive and
solitary bee nesters
Providing other wild
fauna habitats

Self-seeded invasive trees to be removed
from boundary zone as well as other areas
of NCA – task for volunteer groups
Trimming down excessive growth to open
up area, to make more welcome to
explore and inviting from outside. Reduce
by 20% per year or as advised by surveys
Systematic, by replacing some existing
ornamental shrubs
Recognise suitable areas for planting of
native bulbs (e.g. bluebells/wood
anemone); plant in irregular large patches
– project for volunteer groups
Retention of tree stumps and burial of tree
logs in discrete areas to create shelters for
stag beetles, also attractive to other
ground invertebrates and fungi. Recycling
fallen branches or removed self-seeds.
Projects for volunteers and children
To use fallen tree branches or logs from
trees cut in the park

November - January

Installing bird and bat boxes, houses for
hedgehogs and lacewing boxes

Winter

Ongoing

Autumn or early
Spring
Autumn

Autumn - Spring

Autumn - Spring

Figure 9: ‘Bug Hotel’ in Western Woodland Boundary Zone, Spring 2010

5.1.5

Orchard Zone

Even a small orchard can offer a significant range of habitats. Planting of native fruit and nut
species in key locations encourages connectivity with adjacent habitats – the greenhouse
area and orchard zone of NCA (Figure 10) are mutually beneficial for such projects.
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Task
Maintenance pruning
Keeping tree bases
weed free
Planting of fruit and nut
trees
Organise
professional
supervision

Orchards events

Method
According to requirements of tree variety
Weeds removed manually when required

Time
Autumn - Winter
Ongoing

Increase number of traditional varieties up
to 15 trees in total. Planted trees protected
by mesh fencing and monitored closely
Linked with greenhouse orchard: develop
orchard maintenance programme with use
of biological controls and organic methods

Autumn

Organise training courses for volunteers to
develop skills in orchard management
(e.g. pruning, grafting, fruit identification)
Promote events to focus attention on
importance of community orchards (e.g.
harvest feasts)

Spring

Ongoing

Summer, Autumn

Figure 10: NCA, Orchard Zone, Winter 2009

5.1.6

Native Bulb Zone

Alongside existing patches of native bluebells and daffodils, additional areas of native bulbs
can be developed on the mound in south eastern end of the NCA (Figure 5). The project will
be developed as every year autumn activity for volunteers. In the terms of the maintenance,
the bulbs zones will not be mow until bulb foliage has fully died; where bulbs are failing
these will be replaced, either by like for like, or new native species.
5.1.7

Pathways and Access (Figure 11)

No work is required to repair or upgrade the path at present, but it should be inspected
regularly for any damage. The path should be kept clean and litter free, and any excessive
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vegetation removed manually. Grassed path verges and informal grass pathways leading to
orchard area need to be maintained by regular mowing to height of 50mm the year round.

Figure 11: Gravel pathway in NCA, Autumn 2009

5.2

General Management

5.2.1

Boundaries and Entrances

The NCA’s boundary estate-type railing and gates are in good condition at present. The
fence and the gates need to be inspected periodically to ensure that they are securely fixed
and free of corrosion or damage; repainting should be carried out where necessary. The
gates will need regular adjusting, especially of hydraulic closures and hinges.
5.2.2

Litter

Litter makes a site look untidy and uncared for, and spoils the enjoyment of visitors. Some
litter can also be unsafe or lethal for small mammals and invertebrates, so this should be
removed daily and disposed of safely.
Litter bins and dog waste bins are present in the park near to entrances to the NCA. All bins
are emptied as frequently as necessary to maintain capacity. Bins should be inspected
periodically to ensure that they are securely fitted and clean. There is no obvious reason to
install bins in the NCA but this should be reviewed in case demand and use increases, but
the presumption should be to avoid installation where possible.
5.2.3

Signage

Signs confirming the title of the NCA, which also inform the public that no dogs allowed in
the NCA are located at both entrances. All signage must be checked regularly for any
defects, and kept clean and free of graffiti. Information must be updated if necessary.
There is a need for installing information boards by entrances to the NCA as well as
acknowledgement signs inside the garden. New signs are essential to inform park users
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about the NCA’s status, changes it is going through, existing habitats etc. Such signs can
also include contact details for emergencies, questions, complaints etc.
5.2.4

Dogs

Dogs are not allowed in the nature area, and this is indicated on the entrance signs.
5.2.5

Fires

Fires are a potential safety hazard, and the Lambeth Parks and Open Spaces Byelaws
prohibit the lighting of fire, unless part of an event which the council has given permission
for a fire to be lit.
The NCA could, in theory, be used for educational events like ‘Forest Schools’ at which a
small camp fire or ‘kelly kettle’ could be lit as part of the supervised educational programme,
but this would be only under very exceptional circumstances and with prior permission from
the Park Manager and when the NCA would be closed to other users. All such fires would
have to be heavily supervised and fully extinguished on completion of the exercise.
5.2.6

Surveys and Monitoring

All work in the NCA should be carried out according to the management plan, recorded and
monitored. Species monitoring should be encouraged if funding permits or if suitably
experienced volunteers and visitors can be found.
5.2.7

Health, Safety and Risk Assessment

All park staff (contractors, Park Rangers, park officers) should be visible whilst within the
NCA and wear uniform or carry identification. This is especially important where activities
involving volunteers or any operational works are taking place. Park management must
ensure that all risks in the park and NCA are adequately assessed and action is taken to
reduce risk. All volunteering events need properly assessing.
Regular inspection of paths, gates, boundaries, signs etc must be carried out to ensure that
they are all secure and safe for park users. Trees inspections must be carried out by a
qualified arboriculturalist to ensure that they are in safe condition and the NCA is safe to
use.
5.3

Review of Management Plan

This management plan is written to cover the next five years and should be reviewed at the
end of this period. In addition the annual work plans for each year should be briefly reviewed
annually to ensure that the work is being carried and that it is having the desired effect.
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6.

Management

6.1

Five Year Work Programme (2011 to 2015)

Zone

Task

Meadow
Grass –
Educational
Zone

Seeding of bee-friendly
annual wildflower mix
Mow meadow grass
Install wood log seating
around storytelling circle
Organise story telling
sessions for children
Mow meadow grass
Develop project
programmes for zone

Meadow
Grass –
Project
Zone
Meadow
Grass –
Wildflower
Zone

Meadow
Grass –
Long grass
Zone

Wetland
Zone

Seeding of bee-friendly
annual wildflower mix
Planting of perennial
flower plugs
Mow meadow grass
Remove excessive thistles
and other ruderals
Create pattern of paths or
maze in long grass area,
changing every year
Mow 70% meadow grass
in zone, leaving 30% uncut
for one year
Remove litter and leaves
Algae bloom control (and
and when needed)
Control excess vegetation
Remove excessive silt
Monitor water levels
Planting of pond plants
Seed grassed area around
pond with terrestrial
wildflower seed mix
Mow wildflower area
surrounding pond
Install information sign for
pond
Install dipping platform

Year 1 Year 2
2011
2012
V
V

Year 3
2013
V

Year 4
2014
V

Year 5
2015
V

V

V

V

V

V

V

V
V

V

V

V
V

V

V

V

V

V

V

V

V

V

V
V

V
V

V
V

V
V

V
V

V

V

V

V

V

V

V

V

V

V

V
V

V
V

V
V

V
V

V
V

V
V
V

V

V

V
V
V
V
V
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Native
Hedgerow
Boundary
Zone
Western
Woodland
Boundary
Zone

Orchard
Zone

Native Bulb
Zone
Path Zone
General

6.2
Zone

Hedge topping
Additional hedge planting
Hedge base maintenance

V
V
V

V

V

V

V

V

V

V

V

Tree inspections
Removal of unwanted
self-seeded varieties and
zoned clearance
Installation of ‘homes for
wildlife’ – loggeries, bug
hotels, bumblebee hives,
solitary bee nesters, bird
and bat boxes, hedgehog
shelters
Installation of bird box
camera
Plant native shrubs to
replace existing
ornamental species
Native bulb planting
Maintenance pruning
according to requirements
of tree varieties
Keep tree bases weed
free
Additional planting of fruit
and nut trees
Organise professional
supervision/management
for orchard areas
Planting native bulbs on
the central mound
Monitor vegetation growth
on path, remove excess
Install notice board by
entrance to NCA
Develop nature trail in
NCA and rest of park
Detailed survey of NCA,
especially invertebrates
and amphibians
Organise MFP wildlife
watch with BBC/LWT
Develop educational
events for park users –
wildlife walks and talks

V
V

V
V

V
V

V
V

V
V

V

V

V

V

V

V
V

V

V

V
V

V

V

V

V

V

V

V

V

V
V
V

V

V

V

V

V

V

V

V

V

V
Information pack

Established

V

V

V

V

V

V

V

V

Year 1 (2011) Work Programme
Task

First
Quarter

Second
Quarter

Third
Quarter

Fourth
Quarter
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Meadow
Grass –
Educational
Zone
Meadow
Grass –
Project
Zone
Meadow
Grass –
Wildflower
Zone
Meadow
Grass –
Long grass
Zone

Wetland
Zone

Native
Hedgerow
Boundary
Zone
Western
Woodland
Boundary
Zone

Orchard
Zone

Native Bulb
Zone
Path Zone

Seed with bee-friendly
annual wildflower mix
Mow meadow grass

March
Aug – Sep

Mow meadow grass

Seed with bee-friendly
annual wildflower mix
Mow meadow grass
Remove excessive
thistles and ruderals
Creating patterns in
paths or maze in long
grass area, changing
every year
Mow 70% meadow
grass in zone, leaving
30% uncut for year
Remove litter/leaves
Algae bloom control if
required
Plant more pond plants
Seed grassed area
around pond with
suitable marginal
wildflower seed mix
Install information sign
for pond
Hedge topping
Additional planting
Hedge base
maintenance
Tree inspections
Remove unwanted
self-seeded species
and zoned clearance
Install ‘homes for
wildlife’ – loggeries, bug
hotels, bumblebee
hives, solitary bee
nesters, bird and bat
boxes, hedgehog
shelters
Maintenance pruning
according to tree
requirements
Keep tree bases weed
free
Plant native bulbs on
central mound
Monitor vegetation

Aug – Sep

March
Aug – Sep

V

May June
V

V

V

Aug – Sep
V

V
V

V
V

V

April
April

July
If required

November

March
When required
Annually
V

V

March

October

V
V

V

V

V
October

V

V

V

V
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General

6.3

growth on path, remove
excess materials
Install notice board by
entrance to NCA
Develop nature trail in
NCA and rest of park
Develop educational
events for park users –
wildlife walks and talks

V
Info pack
– March
V

Year 2 (2012) Work Programme

Zone

Task

Meadow
Grass –
Educational
Zone

Seed with bee-friendly
annual wildflower mix
Mow meadow grass
Install wood log seating
around storytelling
circle
Mow meadow grass

Meadow
Grass –
Project
Zone
Meadow
Grass –
Wildflower
Zone

Meadow
Grass –
Long grass
Zone

Wetland
Zone

Native
Hedgerow
Boundary
Zone

First
Quarter
March

Second
Quarter

Third
Quarter

Fourth
Quarter

Aug – Sep
May
Aug - Sep

Seed with bee-friendly
annual wildflower mix
Plant perennial flower
plugs
Mow meadow grass
Remove excessive
thistles and ruderals
Create patterns of
paths or maze in long
grass area, changing
every year
Mow 70% meadow
grass in zone, leaving
30% uncut for year
Remove litter/leaves
Algae bloom control if
needed
Install dipping platform
Hedge topping

March

Hedge base
maintenance

When required

March
Aug – Sep

V

May June
V

V

V

Aug – Sep
V

V
V

V
V

V

V
If required

November
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Western
Woodland
Boundary
Zone

Orchard
Zone

Native Bulb
Zone
Path Zone
General

6.4

Tree inspections
Remove unwanted
self-seeded species
and zoned clearance
Install ‘homes for
wildlife’ – loggeries, bug
hotels, bumblebee
hives, solitary bee
nesters, bird and bat
boxes, hedgehog
shelters
Plant native shrubs to
replace existing
ornamental shrubs
Native bulb planting
Maintenance pruning
according to species
Keep tree bases weed
free
Organise professional
supervision and
development for
orchard areas
Plant additional fruit
and nut trees
Plant native bulbs on
central mound
Monitor vegetation
growth on path, remove
excess growth
Develop nature trail in
NCA and rest of park
Detailed survey of NCA,
especially invertebrates
& amphibians
Develop educational
events for park users –
wildlife walks and talks

Annually
V

V

March

March
October
V
When
required
Finalised

October
October
When required
ongoing
May - Aug
V

Year 3 (2013) Work Programme

Zone

Task

Meadow
Grass –
Educational
Zone
Meadow
Grass –
Project
Zone

Seed with bee-friendly
annual wildflower mix
Mow meadow grass
Mow meadow grass
Develop project or
programmes for zone

First
Quarter
March

Second
Quarter

Third
Quarter

Fourth
Quarter

Aug – Sep
Aug - Sep
By April June
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Meadow
Grass –
Wildflower
Zone
Meadow
Grass –
Long grass
Zone

Wetland
Zone

Native
Hedgerow
Boundary
Zone
Western
Woodland
Boundary
Zone

Orchard
Zone
Native Bulb
Zone
Path Zone
General

Seed with bee-friendly
annual wildflower mix
Mow meadow grass
Remove excessive
thistles and ruderals
Create patterns of
paths or maze in long
grass area, changing
every year
Mow 70% meadow
grass in zone, leaving
30% uncut for year
Remove litter/leaves
Algae bloom control if
needed
Vegetation control –
remove excess plants
Remove excessive silt
Water level monitoring
Mow wildflower area
surrounding pond
Hedge topping
Hedge base
maintenance

March

Tree inspections
Remove unwanted
self-seeded species
and zoned clearance
Install ‘homes for
wildlife’ – loggeries, bug
hotels, bumblebee
hives, solitary bee
nesters, bird/bat boxes,
hedgehog shelters
Install bird box camera
Plant native shrubs to
replace existing
ornamental species
Supervision and
development of orchard
areas
Plant native bulbs on
central mound
Monitor vegetation
growth on path, remove
excess growth
Develop nature trail in
NCA and rest of park
Develop educational
events for park users –
wildlife walks and talks

Annually
V

Aug - Sep

V

May June
V

V

V

Aug - Sep
V

V
V

V
V

V

Oct-Nov
Oct-Nov
Ongoing
Sep
If required
When required

November

V

March

January
March
Ongoing
October
When required
ongoing
V
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6.5

Year 4 (2014) Work Programme

Zone

Task

Meadow
Grass –
Educational
Zone

Seed with bee-friendly
annual wildflower mix
Mow meadow grass
Organise storytelling
sessions for children
Mow meadow grass
Develop projects for
meadow grass area

Meadow
Grass –
Project
Zone
Meadow
Grass –
Wildflower
Zone

Meadow
Grass –
Long grass
Zone

Wetland
Zone

Native
Hedgerow
Boundary
Zone
Western
Woodland
Boundary
Zone

Orchard
Zone

First
Quarter
March

Second
Quarter

Third
Quarter

Fourth
Quarter

Aug – Sep
V
Aug – Sep
Ongoing

Seed with bee-friendly
annual wildflower mix
Plant perennial plugs
Mow meadow grass
Remove excessive
thistles and ruderals
Create patterns of
paths or maze in long
grass area, changing
every year
Mow 70% meadow
grass in zone, leaving
30% uncut for year
Remove litter/leaves
Algae bloom control if
needed
Vegetation control –
remove excess plants
Hedge topping
Hedge base
maintenance

March

Tree inspections
Remove unwanted
self-seeded species
and zoned clearance
Install ‘homes for
wildlife’ – loggeries, bug
hotels, bumblebee
hives, solitary bee
nesters, bird/bat boxes,
hedgehog shelters
Plant native shrubs to
replacing existing
ornamental species
Native bulb planting
Supervision and
development of orchard

Annually
V

March
Aug – Sep

V

May June
V

V

V

Aug - Sep
V

V
V

V
V

V

Oct – Nov
If required
When required

Nov

V

March

March
October
Ongoing
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Native Bulb
Zone
Path Zone
General

6.6

Plant native bulbs on
central mound
Monitor vegetation
growth on path, remove
excess growth
Develop nature trail in
NCA and rest of park
Develop educational
events for park users –
wildlife walks and talks
Organise MFP wildlife
watch with BBC/LWT

October
When required
Established
V
V

V

Year 5 (2015) Work Programme

Zone

Task

Meadow
Grass –
Educational
Zone

Seed with bee-friendly
annual wildflower mix
Mow meadow grass
Organise storytelling
sessions for children
Mow meadow grass
Educational projects

Meadow
Grass –
Project
Zone
Meadow
Grass –
Wildflower
Zone
Meadow
Grass –
Long grass
Zone

Wetland
Zone

Native
Hedgerow
Boundary
Zone
Western
Woodland
Boundary
Zone

First
Quarter
March

Second
Quarter

Third
Quarter

Fourth
Quarter

Aug – Sep
V
Aug – Sep
Ongoing

Seed with bee-friendly
annual wildflower mix
Mow meadow grass
Remove excessive
thistles and ruderals
Create patterns of
paths or maze in long
grass area, changing
every year
Mow 70% meadow
grass in zone, leaving
30% uncut for year
Remove litter/leaves
Algae bloom control if
needed
Vegetation control –
remove excess plants
Hedge topping
Hedge base
maintenance

March

Tree inspections
Remove unwanted
self-seeded species
and zoned clearance

Annually
V

Aug - Sep

V

May June
V

V

V

Aug - Sep
V

V
V

V
V

V

Oct – Nov
If required
When required

November

V
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Orchard
Zone
Path Zone
General

Install ‘homes for
wildlife’ – loggeries, bug
hotels, bumblebee
hives, solitary bee
nesters, bird/bat boxes,
hedgehog shelters
Professional
supervision and
development of orchard
Monitor vegetation
growth on path,
removal excess growth
Nature trail in NCA and
rest of park
Develop educational
events for park users –
wildlife walks and talks

March

Ongoing
When required
Ongoing
Ongoing

V
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Appendix One
Myatt’s Fields Park – General Layout 2009-10
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Appendix Two
Myatt’s Fields Park Local Site of Importance for Nature
Conservation (Local SINC): Interim Citation and Map
Site of local Importance for Nature Conservation
LaL18 (A new site)
Site
Reference:
Myatt’s Fields Park
Site Name:
A classic Victorian Park with nature area
Summary:
Grid ref:
Area (ha):
London Borough of Lambeth
Borough(s):
Habitat(s):
Amenity grassland, Bare ground, Flower beds, Hedge, Planted shrubbery, Ruderal, Scattered trees,
Semi-improved neutral grassland.

Access:
Ownership:
Site
Description:

Free public access (all/most of site)
London Borough of Lambeth

A classic Victorian Park, primarily amenity grassland and with scattered trees, some of which are very
mature. There are several planted shrubberies around the park which along with the trees provide
refuge for common birds such as blackbirds, wrens and greenfinches as well as large numbers of
woodpigeons and starlings. There are a number of interesting trees including maidenhair tree (Ginkgo
biloba) and Indian bean tree (Catalpa bignonoides), and in the east of the park there is a large clump
of common stork’s-bill (Erodium cicutarium) in the amenity grassland.
In the west of the park a fenced of area has been turned into a nature area with a relaxed mowing
regime and which supports a diverse mix of grasses and small populations of wild carrot (Daucus
carota), sainfoin (Onobrychis vicifolia), ox-eye daisy (Leucanthemum vulgare), common
bird’s-foot-trefoil (Lotus coriculatus), meadow buttercup, (Ranunculus acris), white campion (Silene
latifolia), bladder campion (S. vulgaris) and corncockle (Agrostemna githago).
The site is in an Area of Deficiency
01/10/2007
01/10/2007
Site first notified:
Boundary last

Citation last edited:

01/10/2007

changed:
Mayor Agreed:
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Appendix Three
Schematic plan and plant list for the original pond planting provided by Froglife, Spring 2010
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